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Another 
‘Making an Impact’
For the last six and half months, we were presenting ‘Making 
an Impact’ Article series before you all. The articles mostly 
include details of policy level decisions at state level. Also, 
innovative ideas that Kudumbashree had been implementing 
in the field level all over the state was also featured frequently.

The picture given along with this post is of some of our 
Kudumbashree members helping to restart a KSRTC bus which 
broke down at Puthanvelikkara Bazar of Ernakulam district. 
Through this column, we were presenting ‘Impacts’ like this 
affecting smaller group of population and ‘impactful’ policies / 
programs with bigger scale and creating huge impact. ‘Making 
an Impact’ Article series is a documentation of our wide range 
of activities envisaged to serve the society.



This series has now reached 196 articles. We used to 
explain about the policy level interventions adopted 
by our team to elevate Kudumbashree to the higher 
level. Though we have to share with you about some 
more policy level initiatives and developments, we 
feel it’s now time for a short break. We are taking 
a break for ‘Making an Impact’ Article series from 
today. We will restart the article series from March 
1st onwards. Will highlight about new projects and 
latest policies and information from March.

Let me once again thank all the readers of ‘Making 
An Impact’ Article series who inspired us with 
support, ideas and suggestions. Also, it’s time to 
acknowledge the support of our team once again. 
Chaithanya.G, is assisting to edit the content and 
is responsible for the accuracy of data and quality 

of photo. Even if the content was given in the last 
minute or on holidays, the team is dedicated to finish 
their job. Thanks to Manjari Asok, who is translating 
the articles to English. Credits to B.S Sreebal who is 
responsible for sharing and uploading the series in 
website. Thank to S.Arun, our designer who is doing 
the layout of the articles.

You may read ALL the ‘Making an Impact’ Articles in 
this page : http://www.kudumbashree.org/pages/822

The link to facebook page is in this web page. Also, 
print ready format of articles are also available in the 
page (with page layout and design). You may read 
policies about Kudumbashree through our web link 
and may use them all for learning.


